
 
  

 

Take a Time Out
Timeframe: July 11, 2018 to July 10, 2019

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the Surgical Safety Checklist was developed in 2008 after extensive consultation aiming to decrease errors and adverse 
events and increase teamwork and communication in surgery. The 19-item checklist has gone on to show significant reduction in both morbidity and mortality and is now used 
by a majority of surgical providers around the world.

PURPOSE
• Design and standardize the time out process/surgical safety checklist for HRMC to meet the ten objectives identified by  
 WHO as essential for safe surgery as well as improve OR team communication and consistency in the care provided to  
 each patient.

• Set a guideline and facilitate a consistent culture of safety and efficiency for surgical team members to follow  
 throughout the perioperative process as most complications are avoidable.

• To improve overall patient care and safety by improving communication among patient care providers, with patients,  
 and with patient’s family/support.

•  To assure the presence of required documents as well availability of all relevant implants, equipment, medications, and  
 supplies to prevent delays, errors, cancellations of surgeries as well as decrease risks/hazards.

PROBLEM
• Inconsistency of when time out is announced, who participates in the time out and their role in verbal verification.

• Lack of fire risk assessment and prevention methods to implement

•  Circulating RN documents on behalf of anesthesia and scrub tech duties without verification of completion.

•  Need for verifying patient identity and procedure with ALL OR staff involved in the case/procedure

•  Create consistent communication and verification of pre-op medication and prophylactic antibiotic order and/or  
 administered.

•  Inconsistency in marking of surgical site and/or inability to visualize site marking after draping.

•  Open the lines of communication by posting a surgical safety checklist in the OR and the endoscopy suites to guide  
 staff and providers through the steps of the pre- and post- procedure verification process. Furthermore, posting  
 of pre-op sign-in boards in same day surgery rooms to assure required documentation is present as well as verifying  
 patient identity, risks etc.

•  Educate ALL OR staff on standardized time out process.

EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT TASK
All surgical team members will be able to:

 •  Identify their specific checklist duties

 •  Know their role in the time out process

 •  Identify patient risks

 •  Identify fire risk and preventative measures

FINDINGS:
The impact and effectiveness of the surgical safety checklist depends greatly on the exemplary implementation from 
team leaders, structured training and OR team acceptance and participation. All studies researched had demonstrated 
that surgical checklists, when properly implemented, can make a substantial difference to patient safety.

CONCLUSION

Leader: Shawn Miner RN, Mentor: Pam Shoultz RN 
Members: Holly Traen RN, Tarryn Korkow RN

TEAM MEMBERS

By following the guidelines of patient safety standards and goals and the WHO surgical safety checklist, a HRMC 
surgical safety checklist has been developed and implemented. Implementing the surgical safety checklist and 
revising the time out process has opened the lines of communication amongst the OR staff enabling patient risks to be 
identified and furthermore improving patient safety. In addition, our surgical safety checklist promotes consistent care 
and a system of safeguards for all surgical patients.

In our analysis, the effects of the surgical safety checklist have shown to depend significantly on compliance and 
education. Educating the OR staff on the surgical safety checklist has greatly increased the compliance of pre and post 
procedure verification process.

As we continue to analyze the effectiveness and compliance of the surgical safety checklist, we will work on 
implementing changes to policy.
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 8/9/19-8/30/19 9/3/19-9/11/19  9/13/19-9/24/19
 Compliant: 35%  Compliant: 78%  Compliant: 70%
 Noncompliant: 65%  Non-compliant: 21%  Non-compliant: 29%
 Audits initiated with   Boards installed/
 SSC on back  staff re-education/introduction


